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H O M E    3 M  P R E M I U M  R O L L E R  B A N N E R

3m Premium Roller Banner

 4  Reviews  Add Your Review

Our Premium Roller Banner for a 3m space is a GIANT in the world of backwall

displays - Not just for it's enviable size, but also for the exceptional value for

money it represents. The quality base is manufactured using the best quality

materials to ensure that your display is in perfect condition time after time. The

photo quality graphic is printed with no fade HP inks on a deluxe quality 500gsm

PVC. Perfect for use as press/media backdrop, exhibition backwall, showroom

display, stage backdrop and for permanent and temporary use at events and

shows.

Standard dimensions: 2900mm (w) x 2400mm (h) (Optional 2m height available)

Strong and durable design.

Now with dark grey endcaps
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Printed in high quality settings.

Perfect for exhibitions.

Adjustable stabilising feet.

Transport bag supplied

NEED A QUANTITY DISCOUNT? Call us on 0330 223 2703 or email

sales@indigodisplays.co.uk

£370.00 Availability: In stock

SKU#:  bs026

Optional Height Adjustment - Standard Height 2.4m

 None

 2m Height Required

Artwork Options *

 Uploading Artwork later

 Uploading Artwork Now

Artwork Upload - Files up To 8mb (Please see above for larger files)

No file chosenChoose File

Compatible file extensions to upload: jpg, tiff, png, or, pdf

Additional

 Artwork Layout Service + £17.95

 
 ADD TO CART   

Our Premium Roller Banner for a 3m space is a GIANT in the world of backwall

displays - Not just for it's enviable size, but also for the exceptional value for

money it represents. The quality base is manufactured using the best quality
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materials to ensure that your display is in perfect condition time after time. The

photo quality graphic is printed with no fade HP inks on a deluxe quality

500gsm PVC. Perfect for use as press/media backdrop, exhibition backwall,

showroom display, stage backdrop and for permanent and temporary use at

events and shows.
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EMAIL:

sales@indigodisplays.co.uk

UK REG: 10103745

VAT: 247969544

ABOUT US

London based Indigo Displays offers a 'One
Stop Shop' for promotional graphics & stands
right across the UK.
We have gathered an 'A Team' of display
manufacturers and suppliers, and by
combining quality displays with our digital
print know how, we can now boast one of the
very best product ranges in the UK. 
To keep prices low, we keep our operation
streamlined and pass all benefits & discounts
on to you the client. We know how important
it is for your message to reach your audience
in the best condition, so we guarantee to
deliver stunning displays, with real impact -
fast!

LATEST TWEET
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